In this paper, we introduce a mathematical model of threats for analyzing the security of cryptographic systems based on risk management principles. We also provide economic indicators as a basis to build a rationale for investments to cryptographic systems. Some points of designing software tools to support our methodology are covered in the paper. The new approach that incorporates the threat model, automatic cryptographic strength verification tools and economic techniques, is instrumental for providing sound arguments to choose a cryptographic system and for implementing an information security strategy. An overview of alternative approaches is provided along with the results of comparative analysis revealing their drawbacks as compared to the method presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION R oss Anderson, Professor in Security Engineering at the University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory and an industry consultant, concludes his well-known paper [2] saying "the evaluator should not restrict herself to technical tools like cryptanalysis and information flow, but also apply economic tools". Our paper aims at providing a formal way of analyzing cryptographic systems security.
The analysis of modern publications on security revealed a lack of methods designed to facilitate the process of cryptographic protection efficiency. Formalized security risk analysis and management methodologies such as CRAMM [10] , RiskWatch [24] and GRIF [11] are focused on information system security as a whole and do not consider the peculiarities of evaluating cryptographic systems. There is a mathematical model designed by V.P. Ivanov [16] which applies the principles of the catastrophe theory and queuing theory to computing of a cryptographic system efficiency indicators. Although the approach incorporates economic and technical perspective, its major restriction is that it can only apply to the so-called restricted-use cryptographic systems [7] whose security depends on keeping both the encryption and decryption algorithms secret. The author reduces the problem of breaking a cipher to engineering analysis of the program that implements the encryption mechanism. This assumption is inadmissible for modern cryptographic systems, being in conflict with Kerckhoffs's fundamental principle [17] that encryption should not depend on the secrecy of the systemwhich sooner or later would be compromised -but should solely depend on the secrecy of the key. Finally, various tools for cryptographic protocols analysis [5, 6, 8] focus only on the high-level, conceptual design of a protocol on the supposition that cryptographic algorithms satisfy perfect encryption assumptions, so the strength of ciphers remains out of scope.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The purpose of our work is to develop an approach to analyzing the security of cryptographic systems. In order to achieve the goal, we need to: 1) formulate the steps of cryptographic systems evaluation process; 2) develop a mathematical model of security threats; 3) design software tools to facilitate the process of cryptosystem efficiency assessment by a computer security specialist; 4) select appropriate economic indicators as a basis to build an economic rationale for investments to cryptographic systems and to provide sound arguments for implementing an information security strategy. Results of the 1 st stage of our research were published in proceedings of SYRCoSE'2008 [26] . In particular, items (1) and (3) from the above list were considered. In addition to it, in [26] we described our multiple-category divisions of cryptographic systems, adversaries and attacks designed for developing of a mathematical model of security threats (2) . Therefore, in this paper we will focus on new results on (2) and (4) achieved ever since; as for item (1), we will restrict ourselves to providing a brief overview. We have also decided it is appropriate to elaborate more on (3) since some important aspects of designing new tools for cryptanalysis did not receive much attention in the previous paper.
III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS EVALUATION PROCESS
The process of cryptosystem efficiency assessment can be described as a sequence of steps, each of them directed at answering a specific question [26] :
• Step 1: What cryptosystem is the object of attack? The environment typically imposes restrictions on the attack scenarios that the cryptographic systems are exposed to, so Steps 1 to 3 imply modeling threats to a cryptographic system in a given context. Step 4 is about analyzing the cryptographic system resistance to the types of attacks defined at Step 3. Finally, Step 5 involves using various risk analysis techniques and economic tools to evaluate the data obtained during Steps 1-4.
IV. ABC-MODEL OF SECURITY THREATS
We can assume that the adversary is most likely to choose the attack with the maximum benefit for a given cost, or choose the least costly attack that gives them a particular benefit [27] . Each cryptosystem has a set of attacks that is applicable to it and a set of attacks that is not. These hypotheses perfectly fit into common risk-management methodologies and result in the following approach to evaluating security threats.
Each cryptanalytic attack has a value of risk associated with it and defined as the product of probability of the hazard and its potential impact:
Impact refers to effect of an attack on a specific type of cryptographic system. Probability reflects the likelihood that an adversary will consider a specific type of attack appropriate in terms of available resources and target secret data. Thus, a formal model of the cryptosystem coupled with formal models of the adversaries will yield a set of the most hazardous attacks that the cryptosystem is exposed to. The model of security threats represented as a composition of 3 elements will be referred to as an ABC-model ('A' for attack, 'B' for codebreaker and 'C' for cryptosystem). In [26] , a description of multiple-category divisions of cryptographic systems, adversaries and attacks that we suggest as a basis for modeling the components of a security threats is provided.
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defines the level of interference between parameters and :
, if an attack with parameter value is inapplicable to a cryptosystem with parameter value ;
• , if a cryptosystem parameter value reduces the likelihood that an attack with parameter value can achieve a success;
• , in case of no correlation between parameters and ;
• , if a cryptosystem parameter value points out a high probability that an attack with parameter value will be instrumental for cryptanalysis.
To demonstrate the dependency, an illustrative example will be useful. If a cipher is implemented in hardware, it increases the probability that side-channel attacks [30] based on information gained from the physical implementation of a cryptosystem (including timing, power consumption, and electromagnetic leaks) will be used to for cryptanalysis. The quantitative level of interference is defined based on expert knowledge. Let b . An example of correlation between parameters is that a brute-force attack (or any other attack which can be parallelized efficiently) is most likely to be used by an adversary who has access to distributed computation resources.
Therefore, the formula defining the level of risk associated with an attack a ∈ Α as applied by a code-breaker b for ∈ Β cryptanalysis of a cryptosystem C c ∈ is as follows: 
If the level of risk associated with an attack a ∈ Α in a given context (defined in terms of
and b ∈ Β ) exceeds a threshold , i.e.
> , then the attack will be considered as a threat that the codebreaker imposes on the cryptosystem. The admissible risk level θ is a customizable parameter of the ABC-threat model. When defining , the following two criteria are considered: θ • the significance of cryptographically protected data;
• the amount of computing and storage recourses available to the specialist. In the general case:
• a cryptosystem can comprise a number of sub-systems 
Thus, the process of analyzing a cryptosystem's security is reduced to evaluation of its capability to resist the attacks in by means of instrumental tools for cryptanalysis discussed in the following section.
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When designing the ABC-model, we stemmed from the following admissions:
• the inaccuracy of expressing the interference between a combination of cryptosystem parameters and a combination of attack parameters through interference between individual parameters is negligible;
• the inaccuracy of modeling code-breakers as independent individuals who are not supposed to cooperate is negligible. The adjustment of the ABC-model to overcome these admissions would require significant complication of the model. The question of the admissions' influence on the model accuracy is subject to further research.
It is important to note that the taxonomy for cryptanalytic attacks is applicable to modeling attacks not only on cryptosystems but also on cryptographic protocols. This is a very important property of the ABC-model: as shown in [28] , the interaction between cryptosystems and cryptographic protocols has not been deeply studied and still remains an open area of research.
V. SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR CRYPTANALYSIS
Our work on designing a new tool for cryptanalysis was inspired by the need to constantly re-evaluate the cryptographic algorithms strength. Such toolkits already exist for some classes of cryptanalytic attacks and enable finding out vulnerabilities, not only on new cryptographic systems being proposed, but also on old schemes which for long have been considered secure. In particular, in the last years researchers have devoted much effort to develop techniques to formally analyze cryptographic protocols [5, 6, 8] . Another important research direction is that of designing tools for high-level side-channel attack simulation developed with the aim of automating analysis techniques to help a cryptanalyst identify possible implementation vulnerabilities with minimal effort on their side. In [22] , an approach is presented based on the SystemC 2.0 language [1] , the de facto standard in complex digital system simulations illustrated by a case study of analyzing various implementations of AES [23] algorithm.
In our research, we focused on developing tools for analyzing public-key cryptographic algorithms strength. Before designing a new tool for cryptanalysis, we investigated available solutions for solving discrete logarithms and integer factorization problems which are the basis for various modern cryptographic systems, such as RSA [25] and ElGamal signature scheme [12] . Our analysis is supported by an extensive survey of mathematical libraries [15] . The set of evaluation criteria that we used is as follows:
• The tools should provide efficient implementation of big integer arithmetic operations; • The tools should be compatible with Windows platforms given the large amount of cryptographic products running under Microsoft operating systems;
• The tools should have a base upon which to write implementations of integer factorization algorithms and index-calculus algorithms for discrete logarithm computation, including algorithms for creating factor bases and linear algebra techniques for solving sparse systems of equations;
• The tools should have extensible architecture so that new methods could be easily added to the implementation with the advent of new cryptanalytic techniques;
• The tools should be completely automatic and should carry out their job even when run by users having a limited amount of expertise in the field. The advantages of programs like Maple [13] or Mathematica [29] are unlimited precision and easy-to-program algorithms. However, they are extremely inefficient for computations in number theory.
Java also has multiprecision capabilities and is highly portable. However, it is very slow in terms of numbertheoretical operations. High performance can be achieved through using of low-level programming languages. Although C and C++ built-in numeric data types have limited precision, there are a lot of multiprecision libraries with many of them available as free software (GNU GPL), e.g. LIP, LiDIA, CLN, NTL, PARI, GMP, MpNT etc.
One of the first multiprecision libraries was LIP (Large Integer Package) [21] written by Arjen K. Lenstra and later maintained by Paul Leyland. Despite being highly portable, the ANSI C library is not appropriate for our purpose as it is not efficient. In addition to it, the library provides no base for developing number-theoretic algorithms.
A Class Library for Numbers (CLN) [9] written by Bruno Haibleand and currently maintained by Richard Kreckel is a C++ library that implements elementary arithmetical, logical and transcendental functions. It has a rich set of classes for integers, rational numbers, floating-point numbers, complex numbers, modular integers etc. The drawbacks of this universality are the lack of emphasis on speed, and hence no optimization for the specific tasks of big integer operations.
GMP (GNU Multiple Precision arithmetic library) [14] was developed by Törbjord Granlund and the GNU free software group. Although this C library for arbitrary precision arithmetic is faster than most multiprecision libraries due to its highly optimized ASM implementations for the most common inner loops and for a lot of CPUs, it has the drawbacks of being incompatible with Windows and lack of primitives to support integer factorization and DLP methods.
LiDIA NTL (a Library for doing Number Theory) [19] written and maintained mainly by Victor Shoup is a high-performance C++ library. As shown in [15] , NTL outperforms other libraries in terms of big integer operations, however it needs to be extended to become instrumental for our purposes as it has no implementation of either integer factorization or DLP algorithms.
Another disadvantage that all the libraries have in common is the high level of programming skills that a cryptanalyst needs to use them.
Since no alternative solution matches all five criteria at once, the rationale for developing new software tools was clear (see Table I ). We designed software tools CRYPTO [3, 4] having in mind the efficiency criteria stated above. Multiprecision C++ library DESIGNER that is the core of CRYPTO is an extension of NTL. To provide the user with an easy access to integer factorization and DLP functions, an application ANALYST was implemented in C#. For illustration of the efficiency of CRYPTO, the timing for 55-bit DLP computation on a 3.2 GHz Intel Pentium/1Gb memory PC is 8 hours against 10 minutes that our implementation takes to compute a discrete logarithm in 80-bit field.
VI. ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
We suggest that the discounted cash flow (or DCF) approach [18] should be used to provide economic rationale for investments to cryptographic systems. In finance, the DCF is a method of valuing a project, company, or asset using the concepts of the time value of money. All future cash flows are estimated and discounted to give their present values. The discount rate used is generally the appropriate cost of capital and may incorporate judgments of the uncertainty (riskiness) of the future cash flows.
The cash flow related to a cryptographic system can be described using the following formula:
R Cost
Profit Loss
where Cost is the cost of a implementation, deployment and support of the cryptographic system;
Profit is the value of information assets being protected;
t Loss refers to the hazard in case of unauthorized access to the asset by an adversary; t Ρ is the probability of an adversary to break the cryptographic system; t is the time (e.g. in years) before the future cash flow occurs.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a formalized methodology for analyzing the efficiency of a cryptosystem. Model-based analysis described in this paper is a part of the five-step process designed to focus on the specific aspects of cryptographic systems security. The methodology is supported by software tools designed to evaluate the cryptographic system capability to resist various types of attacks. We expect that economic perspective introduced in this paper will be of value to security specialists for justifying IT budget and communicating their proposals to the co-workers with financial background.
The direction of our future work is the development a built-in expert knowledge base to aid in-house cryptographic systems expertise. This involves evaluating the dependency between the parameters of a cryptosystem model and the applicable attacks on the one hand, and the parameters of an attacker model and the types of attacks that they are likely to use, on the other hand. 
